California specialist
Ask around. When it comes to California, Baxter
is easily the most recognized Provider of choice.
The company has a twenty-year deep working
knowledge of every court and county—and
veteran researchers enjoy first-name working
relations with clerks and supervisors across the state.

“We started using Baxter Research in California.
We have been blown away by the speed of
the returns. I think you must have a direct line
to the court clerks.”
—— Debbie Brownlee, Principal
Human Resource Advantage

ETAs on everything
Baxter provides ETAs on every record; and a
dashboard allowing you to track searches at
any given point for prediction. Should there be
an unusually long court-imposed delay, you will
receive a private email explaining why and if
needed the actions being taken to resolve it. This
provides you with on-the-ground information to
pass on to your clients.

Meticulous quality control;
literally setting the industry standard
Quality Assurance Department reviews in-bound
and outbound search traffic. Next-level researcher
software uses built-in fail-safes and red flags to avert
commonly found researcher errors before they
make it into reports.
The Research Group itself is personally
overseen by Founder & CEO, Timothy
Baxter. Known by many as the

“man who wrote the book on criminal research,”
Mr. Baxter is a Founding Member of NAPBS and
co-authored the association’s Criminal Research
Provider Guidelines. Under his leadership, he literally
set the standard for search quality in use to this day
and holds his entire organization accountable to it.

Dedicated researchers
Nearly all of Baxter’s researchers are dedicated—
they work solely for you; are not shared by other
Providers. Each is vetted, background-checked
and exam-certified as passed on the NAPBS
Criminal Research Provider Guidelines. All of them
receive months of rigorous training, apprenticing
and quality control oversight before final
acceptance into the Research Group.

“Baxter Research places the highest
emphasis on quality. One of the very
best we have worked with.”
—— Lynn Peterson, President
PFC Information Services
Baxter’s researchers also use proprietary software
to securely download orders in the field and return
your results directly from the courthouse. This shaves
hours if not an entire day off turnaround in key
counties.

“Baxter’s Research Group has proven to be
outstanding in service as well as accuracy.
They are very pleasant to work with and
are extremely efficient. I know if I have a
question or concern it will be addressed
immediately.”
—— Donna Baker, Division Manager
APSCREEN

Full responsibility for your research
Baxter is not a “shoulder shrug” Provider. If you can’t
get your research in due time from lengthy courtimposed delays, Baxter will activate every resource
known to man to resolve it. This includes flying
out senior executives for personal meetings with
Court Executive Officers, Supervisors, Clerks, District
Attorneys; letter writing campaigns or engaging
the full support of the NAPBS Government Relations
Grassroots Subcommittee on which Baxter’s Vice
President Co-Chairs.

“Baxter Research gets it. At the end of the
day, I know that by having them process
our court searches they will come back fast
and accurate, which is so important.”
—— Brook Parker, President
Jungle Source

Note: Large scale volume pricing is available to
HRO Baker’s Dozen or enterprise class CRAs with
millions+ searches per annum. Inquire privately
for a custom quote.

Final thoughts.
Why consider Baxter Research?
There is an honest to God care factor in Baxter’s
staff like none out there. They are friendly, remain
in communication and are readily accessible in or
outside of working hours for you. With conviction,
they believe in absorbing the full costs and burden
of your “vendor management” activities so you
don’t have to. Spend your time on revenues and
servicing customers. Baxter has the research end
covered for you.

Set up an account

Technically integrated with
all major platforms

We don’t like “salesy” calls either. To explore costs,
coverage maps and working together, simply
call us at 415-333-5402 Option 5, or email info@
baxterresearch.net.

Baxter is not only integrated, but offers a 10%
discount to CRAs on Accio Data, BackChecked,
ClearStar, Deverus, DigitalDelve, FRS or TazWorks
platforms.

There are just under one hundred team members
in the research group, management and senior
leadership at Baxter Research. We welcome the
opportunity to help you service your clients’ needs.

Attention!
Baxter ALSO covers MA, AZ, IL, TX
Baxter now offers full state coverage in
Massachusetts—and select counties in Arizona,
Illinois and Texas due to customer demand. Feel
free to run “salts” or test-runs in any county to
compare your service levels.

Pricing: are you expensive?
No. But not cheap either. You’re not buying a
lowballed search product. You’re getting twenty
years of court relationships, local knowledge
and complete control of your search process in
California. Baxter competes on legendary
quality (just ask around), responsiveness and
high service levels.
Pricing starts with a baseline fee and then discounts
downwards based on a) extent of coverage b) hit
ratios c) technical integration and d) volume.

“You’re getting twenty years of court
relationships, local knowledge and
complete control of your search
process in California.”
——Timothy Baxter,
Founder and CEO

415-333-5402 Option 5
info@baxterresearch.net

